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The SONG OF MOSES (32:1-43) is a song of REMEMBRANCE cf. (Rev 15:3)
The first appearance of the word DOCTRINE (32:2)
The Lord is referred to as the ROCK 5x in the chapter (32:4,15,18,30-31)
God is the Father of Israel (32:6) cf. (Exo 4:22; Isa 63:16)
Originally, there appears to have been 12 divinely set geographic boundaries for
the Gentiles (32:8), but there will be 10 (# of the GENTILES) in the Tribulation
(Rev 17:12)
The expression “apple of his eye” comes from (32:10)
Grape juice (new wine) is likened to BLOOD (32:14) cf. (Isa 49:26; 65:8; Matt
26:28-29; John 2:1-11)
JESHURUN (32:15)= “upright; righteous”; a symbolic name for Israel cf. (33:5,26;
Isa 44:2)
DEVILS (32:17)= Heb. shed = appears 2x (32:17; Psa 106:37) and is translated
DEVILS both times cf. (Lev 17:7)
DEVILS are associated with false GODS and IDOLS (32:17; Gen 3:5; 2 Chr 11:15;
Psa 106:37-38)- they are the “gods” and receive worship through the idols
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The first of only two appearances of the word FAITH in the OT (32:20) cf. (Hab
2:4)
The first indication of God’s eternal plan to bring Gentiles into a covenant
relationship with him (32:21) cf. (Rom 10:19; 11:11)
THE LOWEST HELL (32:22)= implies degrees of eternal suffering (Psa 86:13;
Matt 10:15; 23:14) and levels to hell (like a prison) (1 Pet 3:19; 2 Pet 2:4; Rev
20:3,7)
While FAITH (or the lack thereof) determines one’s eternal DESTINATION, it
appears WORKS (good or bad) determines the DEGREE of eternal reward or
punishment (1 Cor 3:13-15; 2 Cor 5:10; Rev 11:18; 20:12)
I FEARED THE WRATH OF THE ENEMY (32:27)= the Lord did not want the
heathen to think they prevailed over Israel through their own power, and that the
he had nothing to do with it
THEIR ROCK IS NOT AS OUR ROCK (32:31)= the Roman Catholic Church
teaches that “the rock” of (Matt 16:18) is PETER, but comparing scripture with
scripture, it is clearly the LORD JESUS CHRIST (Matt 7:24-27; John 1:42; 1 Cor
10:4)
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Even Peter himself stated the ROCK was JESUS CHRIST (1 Pet 2:6-8)
The foundation of the Papacy and “apostolic succession” is based on the
assumption that Peter is “the rock”; therefore, the Bible exposes the Papacy to be
a blasphemous fraud
Even the WINE is different between Roman Catholicism and Biblical Christianity
(32:32-33)
In the Roman Catholic version of the Lord’s Supper (i.e.- the mass),
ALCOHOLIC (i.e.- leavened) wine is consumed and said to be changed into the
literal blood of Jesus (through the act of “transubstantiation”)
In contrast, the Bible never refers to the contents of the cup consumed in the
Lord’s Supper as WINE, but the FRUIT OF THE VINE (Matt 26:29) (i.e.- grape
juice; unleavened) and it is only symbolic of the blood of Jesus
THEIR WINE IS THE POISON OF DRAGONS (32:33)= alcohol has long been
used for MEDICINAL purposes (1 Tim 5:23), so is it any wonder that the symbol
for the American MEDICAL Association (AMA) is Asclepius, the pagan god of
HEALING, who is depicted as a winged serpent (i.e.- a DRAGON)?
The “rock” of the heathen is a false god (32:37)
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The Antichrist may quote (32:39-40) after his “resurrection” (Rev 13:3) as part of
his proclamation that he is God (2 The 2:4)
THERE IS NO GOD WITH ME (32:39)= even in the New World Translation, this
verse, in conjunction with (John 1:1-2), contradicts the Jehovah’s Witness heresy
that Jesus Christ is a created “god”
IT IS YOUR LIFE (32:47)= doing all the words of this law (32:46) cf. (30:20)

Those Referred To As A Man Of God
1.
Moses (33:1; Jos 14:6; 1 Chr 23:14; 2 Chr 30:16; Ezr 3:2; Psa 90 intro)
2.
Samuel (1 Sam 9:6-10)
3.
Shemaiah (1 Kin 12:22; 2 Chr 11:2)
4.
Elijah (1 Kin 17:18,24; 2 Kin 1:9-13)
5.
Elisha (2 Kin 4:7,9,16,21-22,25,27; 4:40,42; 5:8,14-15,20; 6:6,9-10,15; 7:2,17-19;
8:2,4,7-8,11; 13:19)
6.
David (2 Chr 8:14; Neh 12:24,36)
7.
Igdaliah (Jer 35:4)
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HE CAME (33:2)= this is prophecy spoken in the PAST tense
WITH TEN THOUSANDS OF SAINTS (33:2)= when the Lord returns, he comes
with all the saints of heaven (33:2; Zec 14:5; Jude 14; Rev 19:14)
The path of the Second Coming of Christ includes: (1) Mt. Sinai; (2) Seir; and (3)
Mt. Paran (33:2) cf. (Jud 5:4-5; Isa 19:1; 63:1-4; Amo 1:3-2:8; Hab 3:3; Zec 14:4; Rev
16:16)
HE (Moses) WAS A KING (33:5)= Moses was one of three men, except the Lord
Jesus Christ, to occupy all three OT offices of PROPHET (18:18; 34:10), PRIEST
(Lev 8:12), and KING (33:5); the others were David and Solomon
There is no blessing listed for the tribe of Simeon in (33:6-24)
The tribe of Levi is again confirmed as the ministers of the SCRIPTURES and
SACRIFICES (33:10)
The heresy of British Israelism (popularized by Herbert W. Armstrong and the
Worldwide Church of God) is that the tribe of EPHRAIM is actually the UNITED
KINGDOM and the tribe of MANASSEH is actually the UNITED STATES- they
use (33:13) as one of their proof texts because the land of each of these nations
has brought forth so abundantly
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Ephraim would be greater (in number) than Manasseh (33:17) just like Jacob
indicated in (Gen 48:19)
TREASURES HID IN THE SAND (33:19)= some take this to refer to OIL
The tribe of DAN is associated with two animals that are associated with
SATAN- a LION (33:22) cf. (1 Pet 5:8) and a SERPENT (Gen 49:17) cf. (Rev 12:9)
It could be that if the Antichrist is part Jewish (Dan 11:37), he will come from the
tribe of Dan- Dan is omitted from the list of the 144,000 (Rev 7:5-8)
HE SHALL LEAP FROM BASHAN= could this mean the Antichrist will come
from Bashan?
LEAP= “a group of LEOPARDS” cf. (Rev 13:2); “to emerge”
The contemporary location of BASHAN is SYRIA, which is the approximate area
from which the Antichrist emerges cf. (Dan 8:9)
BASHAN is also associated with GIANTS (3:13)
LET HIM DIP HIS FOOT IN OIL (33:24)= while this likely refers to treading
olives for oil, it is interesting to note that the oil rich port of Haifa is in Asher
God is our “safety net” to keep us from falling (33:27)
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A person cannot experience true HAPPINESS unless they have been SAVED
(33:29)
DAN (34:1)= Dan did not exist as a city when this was written, so it was either
inserted later by Joshua or the Lord revealed it to Moses
Moses is called a SERVANT OF THE LORD 20x (34:5; Jos 1:1-2,7,13,15; 8:31,33;
11:12; 12:6; 13:8; 14:7; 18:7; 22:2,4-5; 2 Kin 18:12; 2 Chr 1:3; 24:6; Mal 4:4)
Joshua may have written (34:5-12) cf. (Jos 24:26)
Moses DIED and was BURIED (34:5-6), but Jude tells us that Michael the
archangel took his body before the appointed time of resurrection (Jude 9) so he
could appear with Elijah on the mount of transfiguration (Matt 17:3) and possibly
come as one of the witnesses during the Tribulation (Rev 11:3-4,6)
If the latter is true, then Moses will actually die TWICE (Rev 11:7)
The fact the Lord chose to BURY Moses shows Christians should avoid
cremation as a means of treating the bodies of our dead cf. (1 Cor 15:37)
NO MAN KNOWETH OF HIS SEPULCHRE (34:6)= if anyone had known, they
likely would have exhumed it for worship cf. (2 Kin 18:4)
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The Three Stages Of Moses’ Life (Acts 7:23,30,36)
1. Birth- 40 years old= his life in Egypt as a son of Pharaoh’s daughter
2. 40 years old- 80 years old= his life in Midian as a shepherd
3. 80 years old- 120 years old= his life in the wilderness as the man of God




30= # of MOURNING (34:8) cf. (Gen 50:3; Num 20:29; Zec 12:10)
IN ALL THE SIGNS AND WONDERS (34:11)= type of CHRIST (Acts 2:22)

